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Author’s note 

In this book I’d like to give you some guidance in various areas of trombone playing. Of course, there are many 
more topics one could address, but I have focused on three areas in this book. 

1. Breathing
2. Daily Routines
3. Warm up

It is my hope to give you some perspective and direction, but it is definitively not my idea to make you 
dependent on this book. On the contrary, I hope to encourage you to look for ideas yourself and be as inventive 
as possible. 

Most of my ideas come from many years of playing and teaching combined with all the wonderful contacts I 
have had with different experts on these matters during my career. It’s a combination of the ideas which have 
helped me to come to where I am right now. They also have proven to be of value to many of my students. 
During many of the master-classes I have given in the past years, students and colleagues have asked me to write 
down my ideas and bundle them into a book. Well, here it is! 

There are already many good trombone books available. But I have noticed that many of these books don’t have 
thorough explanations of their notated examples or they consist only of text. I have tried to explain all my 

exercises as clearly as possible with both text and notated 
examples taken from my own experiences. 

As a little extra I’d like to pass on many of my “Tips of the 
week”. They cover many topics which have to do with 
trombone playing in general. These are nothing but my 
thoughts and they are there just to give you ideas that may be 
useful in your playing. 

I urge you to read all the text carefully and to please be 
patient.  A good house is built on a solid foundation and 
accordingly you must construct your trombone playing skills 
in the same manner. 

Have fun! 
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Pre- Warm up Exercises 

The goal of these exercises is to assure that your breathing is functioning in a relaxed manner before you 
actually start playing the bass/tenor trombone. 

Breathing 
Try to achieve a natural method of breathing. Examples of when your breathing is most relaxed might be: 

1. Breathing in fresh air through your nose during a refreshing walk along the beach or in 
the woods. 

2. Breathing in through your mouth during a deep sigh of relief. 
3. The most relaxed way of breathing, though, occurs while one is asleep. When breathing in 

this manner, the stomach muscles are completely relaxed. The relaxation of the stomach 
while breathing is one of the greatest problems for many of us. Try to conjure up this 
feeling of relaxed breathing repeatedly while playing your instrument 

Explaining the Breathing Mechanics 
I don't want to go into full detail on the organs and muscles connected with breathing. However, I think it is 
important to explain some facts concerning breathing. Your chest is considerably larger at the bottom than at 
the top, the lower ribs are not fastened to the breastbone; their forward ends are free. Obviously the greatest 
extension is possible at the lower part of the chest! Certain muscles play an active role in breathing. A very 
important one is the diaphragm, a strong, flat, sheet-like muscle stretched across the base of the chest. Attached 
to the lower ribs, the backbone, and the breastbone, it separates the chest from the abdomen; it might be 
regarded as the floor of the chest and the roof of the abdomen. 

Now the diaphragm comes in action. During the first step of the inhalation it automatically flattens from its 
normal relaxed position. You can cause it to descend even lower than normal. Pushing forward the front-walls of 
the abdomen, will result in a pressure being felt against the belt buckle. Try it! This action of the diaphragm 
causes the lower part of the lungs to be filled; this is step number one!!! 

The intercostal muscles come into play next, pushing out the lower ribs, breastbone, and chest. Since the 
diaphragm is attached to the lower ribs and the breastbone, it will be drawn down to an extent by this side-to-
side and front-to- back expansion. The action of these muscles fills the middle part of the lungs. This is step 
number two!!! 

The third and final step is to fill the higher portion of the lungs. The upper chest is expanded, thus lifting the 
rib cage. In this final movement, the lower abdomen will be slightly drawn in, giving the lungs a support and 
helping to fill the highest parts. 

A complete breath consists of these three steps combined in one fluent movement. Let us review the actions: 
the diaphragm, in contracting, enlarges the lung capacity in a downward sweep: the lower chest is expanded 
outwards (side-to-side and front-to-back): the upper chest is protruded, expanding the chest upwards. The  
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For many of the exercises it is advisable to also play them on the mouthpiece only. For this I recommend using a 
“Berp” device. You’ll be able to hold the instrument in a normal position, have the mouthpiece on your mouth 
just like with regular playing and use the slide like you normally would. Using the Berp will help you to establish 
good breathing habits, build muscle memory and improve your intonation (focus of sound projection) 
significantly. 

Long tones 

 
Exercise no.1 
Execute this exercise in mf, at a slow tempo, with a constant pulse. The attack should be done without tongue, 
(Ha).  When you have a lot of time for a warm up, I recommend repeating every 2 bars and playing it the second 
time on the mouthpiece. Take an extra bar between the repetition to take out or put in your mouthpiece. Start 
the glissando on the second beat of the bar. This means that the last glissando (going to 7th position) will be the 
fastest, but still as slowly as possible, smearing between the notes. Inhale, in a very relaxed way, as if with a hot 
potato in your mouth.  Feel your lips make the glissando synchronized with the slide and support the tone with 
the air until the very end of the note. Control the tone with the speed of the air. Make your sound as beautiful as 
possible, singing, full, round, dark, fat and always centered. Think as if playing a beautiful song! 
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Exercise no.13 – “More slide exercises” 
 

These slide exercises are to be played at different speeds and varied articulations from “no tongue” to “staccato”. 
Watch the intonation carefully and use a clean, even articulations. We should not hear the slide in our playing. 
So once again, move it very gently and precisely. Also remember, when you play staccato, you have to blow 
through the phrase and let the tongue bounce on the air. In this exercise I have given some position- and valve- 
indications. These are my favorites, but I like you to look for your own favorite valve-positions but make the 
slide movement as easy as possible. Don't forget to think about your correct, open throat breathing! 
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Warm up 

In the following I would like to give you a selection taken from my daily routines and some new exercises which 
can be used together as a short warm-up session. In my opinion warm up sessions should be well balanced. 
Sometimes I hear people warm up and after their session they are totally worn out instead of warmed up. The 
purpose of warming up is to reduce risk of damage of the embouchure and raise your performance standard! I 
think we have 2 types of warm ups.  

One is a warm up on a practice day. This can be a longer session taken from the daily routines, including 
exercises to explore the limits of our playing and to improve those areas. A sensible order could be: Breathing 
exercises, Long tones, Flexibility, Tone production, Scales and Arpeggio’s, both in: Staccato and legato building 
range in both directions  

The second warm up is the one we use before a rehearsal or a concert. Here we should use it to really warm up 
only and not to make ourselves tired. For this session I recommend: a shorter breathing exercise only, some long 
tones connected with glissandos, a bit of staccato and legato scales, and not too much flexibility. Don't go to the 
limits of your range. This is only to get your blood circulation and your lips ready for take off!!! 

Here is the short version of a possible warm up. 

Breathing exercises 
Exercise no.1 

Inhale in calmly through your mouth for eight counts. 

Hold the breath for four counts. 

Calmly exhale for eight counts. 

Repeat this exercise four times! 

Exercise no.2 

Inhale in calmly through your mouth in one count. 

Exhale one count in ffff. 

Repeat this exercise several times! 

Exercise no.3 – “Five Blows” exercise Jeff Reynolds. 

Inhale one count . Exhale one count. ffff 

Inhale one count . Exhale three counts. ff 

Inhale one count . Exhale five counts. mf 

Inhale one count . Exhale seven counts. p 

Inhale one count . Exhale ten counts. ppp 
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Lip flexibility exercise 

 

Cool Down. 

 

A TWO MINUTES “HORSE SOUND” PAUSE 
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“Tip of the Week” 

 
On January 2001 I started placing a “tip of the week” column on my website www.basstrombone.nl . It contains 
hints concerning many different items of interest to trombone players. It compiles technical suggestions, hints 
on how to balance in a section, how to behave during your first gig, audition advices and much more. 

I have put the tips into different categories to make them easier to find. 

 

 

Ben van Dijk and Japanese students during a Tokyo concert. 

http://www.basstrombone.nl
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